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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this report is to analyze, the stiffness and damping pIo-

parties of flvid film Journal bearings and to determine the force transmitted

to the bearing support, The results are p!resented in practical design charts

and are, given in dimaensionleso form to make them applicable to wide ranges

of geomentricaly and dynamically similar units.

The atn•tysis &aeumes that the rotor vibrations are of small amplitude.

:Thereby the. non-linoar oil film force, is replaced by gradients, denoted

apring, and damping coefficionts, The numerical valuet, of these coefficients

are obtained by computer calculations. Results are given for 3 bearing types.

the plain cylindrical, the 4-axial groove and the elliptical bearing, Using

these bearings to oupport a symmetrical two-bearing rotor the force transe

mitted to. the bearing pedestals, due to a rotor imbalance, is calculated.

Thuas the bearings can be compared for a given rotor and for known opei0ating

conditions and the bearing with the, optimum force attenuation can be selected-,

.iv.



INTRODUCTION

The hydrodynamic oil film force it obtained from Reynold's equations.

assuming constant viscosity. The equation is approximated by a finite

difference equation and solved on a computer. The resulting oil film, force

is a non-linear function of the eccentricity, the attitude angle and the

corresponding velocity components, The non-linearity implies a complex

relationship between the rotor and its bearings such that in an exact analysis,

the rotor and the bearing canrnot be studied separately, but must be analyzed *s.

a system. Even if an exact solation was, available it would not be too useful

for design purposes, f.rstly because of the vsst number of bearing and

rotor ptarameters, and secondly because it would be almost ho-eless to tie

the results in with the supporting structu.re. In the present analysis, theref-re,

the: oil film force is linearized by replacing it with its gradients, mathematically

expressed in the first order Taylor expansion. This is a justified approxima-

tion when it is assumed that the journal motion is smalL A linear bearing

force. vastly simplifies the rotor analysis and makes it possible to assign

an impedance to the bearing,. a necessary presupposition for any overall

investigation of the rotor and its supporting st-ructure,

Three bearing types are studied: the plain cylindrical, the 4-axial

groove and the elliptical bearing. The configurations are shown in figure 1,

Z and 3. The oil film, force gradients are calculated on the computer as

shown in table 1-4 and introducing the numerical values into the linearized

expression for the oil filmforce (see eq. (6) and (7), page 4 ) yields the

bearing spring and damping coefficients as shown in table 5,

Although the, thus obtained data are completely sufficient for a rotor

vibration calculation they are not in a too convenient form. The reason is

that 8 coefficients are obtained whereas the normal rotor calculation is set

up for only 4 coefficients, a spring and damping coefficient in two mutually

perpendicular directions. No provision is made for taking into account the

additional 4 cross-couptling coefficients, Therefore, it is a matter of

.I-.



practical importance to eliminate them. Unfortunately, they are unsymmetrical

and do not vanish by the introduction of principal axis. Instead another, method

is employed making use of the fact that linear bearing forces result in har.-

montc rotor motion. Thus, it is possible to replace the original 0 coefficients

with 4 equivalent coefficients that will give exactly the same rotor motion.

It is clear that such a reduction depends on the rotor, A symmetrical, two-

bearing rotor is selected since it rep~reuents the most commonly used rotor

design. As a further simplification the rotor is given only one degree of

freedom by concentrating the rotor mass at midspan. The simpvlified system

is, shown in figur, 6.

The procedure is as follows, a force-balance in the vertical and the

horizontal direction is set up for the rotor combining the rotor inertia, the

unbalance force and the bearing force represented by the computted 8 spring

and damping coefficients. This results in 4 equations in the unknown ampli-

tudes set up in a matrix, By eliminating the 8 terms, representing the

cross-noupling effect, the matriX is reduced to the same form as the matrix

for a rotor with only 4 spring and damping coefficients and no cross-coupling

coefficients, Therefore the remaining terms in the reduced matrix are the

desired equivalent spring and damping coefficients. In addition, the matrix

is solved for the rotor amplitudes, and combining the amplitude with the

spring and damping coefficients gives the force transmitted by the bearing,.

All the, results are given in dimensionless form as a function of a dimensionless

parameter V . In plotting the results It is replaced

by the speed ratio (kY see eq. (29), page 14 - Curves are given for the

dimenvsionless spring and damping coefficients, and the dimensionless trans-

mitted force as shown in figures U-43. The force attenuation, expressed

as the ratio between the actual, *ransraitted force and the force transmitted

by a rotor in rigid bearings, is easily found from the graphs since the

dimensionless rigid bearing transmitted force is also plotted.

2-z



_OETICAL ANALYSIS

For an incompressible fluid Reynoldts equation may be written:

(1) w + I coe+ 12e'- ime

6R*6 -' encose
where 6.C+ecos-C+e*co3*()

Introducing: 6-tCh Ra2fRX I.Lz exce

PwO OZw) f) ' (constant /A

Reynoldf,,x.oquation reduces to the following dimensionless equation:

The resulting oil film force it then:

whe re

(4) jR R

For the subsequent analysis it is necessary to linearize the force with respect

to displacement and velocity, The first order approximation of the Taylor

expansion will be used:

Writing:

and taking as the reference for the: Taylor expansion the steady state

equilibrium position where

0o3-



we get.

(A5)

To change from polar to rectangular coordinates (see figu.re 4),

Since the point (CC,, G) ipt the steady state position, 0, and d4 reprexents

the dynamic displcemonets and (dx ) %nd ( ldj

Thus we obtain:

(6) Wt~ 'oso -Aw 51h4 Ox~s 4 -4 ih0
+(t6M +A CON~) di +4~ 601 ~ OSA)6 d'

S r., d Fx K,,xdx ~C.,d + K" d+ Cx4d'

(7)ý 4 F Kjxdx+Cý,d XVd9-C'dog

Three bearing configurations will be analyzed. For this purpose equation (6)

is not in a convenient form and mnust be rewritten in terms of the force

components normally used in bearing calculations,

,lin-drical Bearin

The force is given in terms of a radial component Fr, positive in the negative

radial direction, and a tangential component Ft, positive in the positive

A-dlrection, such that

Fx = -4, cos& aFsino F4. R,5Ia oo

d FV, -d FOSI - Fcosodca d Ftcow - FA 5(N &A



Z pressing dF and dF, by equation (6), the coefficiento in qato (.7)

can be written-:

Sr

The .obw is ivn e'A, filo * a k ve4t, com onen F oitiv n hengtv

x~dreelon Kn bw hodloa +ofponent + h 4 oitv An C hM poiie -IecM

W e ý¢h Ahat ti'a +

Uneaion (O' e4 + cm )bcosme

KW, X +o~~f~~ +4.~~S~

6A .~ -~ 4050Si

4-Aia Goove Beaýn

The for'ce io givan in teorn5 of a vartical componant FV pogitive in the negative

%direoction, and a horizontal component rFh, POsitive in the Positive y-direction,

such that

Fý Fv F4 rF6

Using equation (6) dir'ectly the coefficients in eq. (7) become.,

Kw' AW COW

-5-ý



(Oý.ý It Coo + $INO~4

The elliptical bearing is made Lp of two partial arc bearinge called the lower

lobet identified by subscript 1, and the upper lobe, identified by subs.cript 2.

The radial bearing clearance is taken as the: difference between the lobe

radi•s and the journal radius. Tho origin of the x, y-coordinate systern is

located at the bearing center, midway between the lobe cente~rso with the x-

axis vertical downwards.

From igure 5:

e, e*o+~urncosa e,m~ e~ho-zernco(A

(10) S41%W4M

Fu'rthe roore

(ii)

dec, ý (cw, d + Si,-6-



d) + 060 d~1l

The two lobes are oalctilated oeparately resulting in a vertical and a

horimontal force oamponent for each lobe. Thenm

O•z) -x .-(F,- Fvt)-'-Fy F4. m (FN,- Ft) -- F

These equations, are analogoug to the 4-axial groove bearing. Therefore

equations (9) are also applicable to the elliptical bearing. Howeve r, a

difficulty is encountered in the calculation of the derivatives! with respect to

velocity because a pure radial velocity I gives, rise to both a radial and a

tangential velocity component for the lobes., Thus f3m-•. does not

hold for the elliptical bearing as it did for the cylindrical and the 4-axial

groove bearing, but it is still valid for each, lobe taken by iteelf. Using

eq. (5) and (7) together with eq. (l1) we get:

Using equations (11) we get:

cu~Xc[XIf +QS ce 2fr'ý StA +~ I&~~

.C 4 C [ o, + 4 (06(, + - o

-7.



Thus we may use equation@ (9) by setting:

The above, £orcee and der1vativea are calculated, by meoans of a computer as

sumarized in tables~ 1-3. The resudting spring andl damping coeficients as
calculated ioro equations (8), (9) and (13) a- e shown in table 4+ These

reaults can be used directly when calculating the vibrations of the rotor,

However, the usual calculation procedure allows for. only 4 coefficients, one

spring and- damping coefficient in the vertical and in horizontal direction. No

provision in made for taking into account the 4 cross-coupling terms Kxy,

CXY, Xyx and Cyx. Therefore it becomee important to oliminate them to

reduce the original B coefficients to 4 equivalent coefficients. Duo to the

non-eymmetry of the cross-coupling terms they do not disappear by the

-8-



introduction of principal axis, Xnstead, the 8 coefficients may be combined

to 4 by coupling the bearing with the rotor in s'uch a way that the resulting

viotiOn rem•ans the same, This is the purpo.. of the following analysis.

The rotor is a simple, symmetrical, one-deg ree -of-freedom rotor, It is

supported in two identical bearings and the rotor: mass is considered con-

centvated at midopan. (see figure: 6),

LZt 0 be the steady state position of the journal center ( I. e. It zero

unbalance), A is the actual journal center, S is the shaft center at midepan

and 0 ia the center of gravity of the rotor. A force balance gives:

The £ol1owing pararmeteme axle introdimced:(16)

rth.emore the folltnon is taer en an thr o oume

x Acopsot + Bstmot
P4±em co5wt + qC- tw

(17)9h 1jo Ecoso~t * +S~
CF .+ ew9 -

".9"



'Substituting eq. (15), (16) and (17) into eq. (14) yields:

A 21 1
(K•,(•) -K• f- 4cC 1

(18) o

It is desired to redtace thi atrix to the Name form as a matrix for a rotor

without crosOK-CoUpling terms. Such a rotor has only 4 spring and danping

coefficients ýwhich a~re denoted K I Bx,~ Ky an~d B y The reduced matrix is

thent

A B E

0 01

CO 0(19) (_)

0 0 (K -v) 0

0 0 0



After a substanti&l amount of algebra, eq. (18) is reduced to eq. (19) with

the results$

KK +x 4"qr(~~'W'(~Cw4ý

(4)- B4MbCý qK4 aX

(20)

wheore

AN (,-W-,C4, + Ne +',. CX•

Since eq, (19) ar~e linear they may also be solved for the amplituderi

(22) e+ W

(ZZ)~~. Kxx1" W 4



The x- and y7arnplitudes are found by sbatituting eq. (ZZ). into eq, (17):0

(23~)

xb and Yb may be found similarly fro• eq. (17).

The force transmitted to the bearing pedeatal is given by:

P, Kx + B
(Z4)

Substituting eq. (Z3) into eq. (Z4) yielde.

(Z5)

In the calculation the above equations are made dimensionless by dividing

through by kA( ) in order to make them general. As an assistance in

plotting curves of the derived equations the following auxiliary expressions are

set up:

-12-



KMx KmxwGx4

Insteacd of expressing the Votor amplitude in x and y-coordinates a better

physical picture is obtained by finding the corresponding elliptical path of

the Journal center. Combining the first and the third of eq, (17) we get:

+~~: f4[ f (V L) +(Z 7) 
T

+

Where a is the major axis of the ellipse, b is the minor axis and 0 is the

angle between the x-.axis and the major axis, see figure 7. (A) B
a e eF

and (Z-') are given by eq. (ZZ). Rotor resonance may be defined as the

speed where the major axis is a maximum, This maximum is found by

plotting the major axis an a function of V . The results are shown in

figure 46-47. From these graphs the rotor critical speed can be found

directly for a given rotor by a trial and error process.

-13-



Thus the results aio obtained as a function of V , but to facilitate the

interp-rotation of the results, Y is replaced by a speed parameter, Fromn

oq. (16) X In dimensionless form In-,

(28) V

A±rbitratily settingm 5 (a rather stiff Ma r), we get

or

, (f is used instead of V to present the dimensionless results as shown

in figures 11-43, When a rotor with a dimensionless stiffness different from

5 is investigated, eq, (28) should be substituted into eq, (29) to find the value

of (VI corresponding to the desired value of * This relationship is

shown for a wide range of dimensionlees rotor stiffnesses in fig. 11.

The £o'rre attenuation may be excpressod as the ratio between the actual trans-

mitted force and the force transmitted with rigld bearings. The following

relationshp exists:

(30)



SUMMARY OF RESULTS'

Ex oetive s pin coefficient in vertical direction:

Effective d ,•in coafficient in horzontrl, direction;

Effective damp In coefficient in horizonta• direction!

whe~c' :

table 5.

wha-ro.,



Transmitted force in vartlica direction

Transmi~tted force in horizontal dilrec~tion

AEitude of journal contor in vertical direction

Am litude of ournal center in horizontal direction

E'liticalRt h of L ornal center

Major axis-, a V A++E%+F13+ VLA+B4+E+FI, -OAF-BEJ

Minor axis~: b V*1A+B'+E+F9>t C' VV '+EFir-AF-BI~

Angle between vertical and m~ajor axia: oQA F 8F

-16.



who re:

a i roormass enatriity i. a. unbalaft (Ibm -in)-
e ii~ot~rneei e 1 ~encyRotor Weight (1baT

A P(Av-)

- 17-



DESIGN INFORMATION

This section has been preopared to assist the designer, The method is

directly applicable and does not asotine familiarity with the underlying

analysis, Thus, the dee-lgner Phould be able to extract ani desired infor-

mation without further reference.

In selecting the bearing on the basis of minimum transmitted force, the

designer is faced with the problem of how to; choose bearing type, unit

bearing load, D -ratio, clearance and oil viscosity. To answer thefe

questions, the procedure below can be employed.

It is assumed that the rotor is given such that the, following qaantitiesp

are known.

1) The rotor critical speed, rad /sec,, for rigid! rotor supports (I, e..,

the classical critical speed calculation).

Z) The bearing reaction F lbs,

3) The rotor stiffness k lba/in, Since the results are valid only for a two

bearing rotor and for rotor speeds below the second critical speed,

the rotor stiffness is calculated from k = M ,€c where M l.s

is the vibratory mass of the rotor. M is somewhat smaller than the

actual rotor mass and may be estimated by methodm as shown in

"Vibration Problems in Engineering", by Timoshonko, Chapter 1,

Article 4.

4) The journal radius R, in.

For later use, we shall define the bearing parameter X as;

ABb'RL4, lbs' sec

viscosity, lb, s - P: bearing radius, in - L: effective bearing

*lngth, in - C. radial bearing clearance, in.)



In addition we shall define:

F
the, dimen-sionleiss bearing reaction:

the dimensionless rotor stiffness :

the dimensionless speed ratio :

(w: operating rotor speed, red/see)

Once these three parameters are known the transmitted force can be gound

directly, Thus, the problem is to choose the bearing dimensiono in such a

way that the value of the above parameters minimize the transmitted forca.

L

Selectionofbearin t a ndof D--ratio

The selection will be done, on a basis of comparison. ror this purpose

it is necessary first to estimate a bearing clearance C and an oil viscosity •,

Since the journal radius R is known it is then possible to compute A forL 1 A i
Ir 1 and L 1. In addition and -U" are obtained. For

a given operating speed W rad/sec the transmitted force can be found as

follow s:

a) calculate the speed ratio WC

b) calculate 4QUý and enter figure E-10 to get the corresponding value

of eccentricity ratio & ,

e) enter figure 11 with ! to find the equivalent speed ratio M-0 I

d) enter figure 28-6k3 with ( a and the corresponding value of e to find
P

the dimensionless transmitted force -IA-, For all desired bearing types and
L •atio, If the curves arc spaced too far for linear interpolation it is

D
necessary to make a cross-plot. Multiply the result by f,,#,( e : distance

between shaft center and center of gravity of rotor mass, inches, e may

be calculated from the equation: e rotor unbalance, ,bs ;n/rotor weight, lbs.)

to obtain the transmitted force P lbs.
-19-



This procedure, can be repeated for a nurmber of operating speeds to

cover the entire operating speed range, By plotting the curves of transmitted
Lforce versus rotor speed, the effect of bearing typo and of -D- -ratio is

readily seen and a selection on the basis of minimum transmitted force can

be made, An example of the results obtained by the outlined method is

given in figures 44-45.

Selection of bearing clearance

In principle, the selection of clearance is done by the same procedure

as above, Thus the goal is to obtain curves of transmitted force versus rotor

speed for various values of the bearing clearance and fro-vi that select the

actual clearance value on the basis of minimurn transmitted force,

As before, the rotor is assumed known, In addition, an oil viscosity must

be chosen. Since the Journal radius R is given, it is then possible to compute

A and consequently 4 and fkor _ and 1 and
for various values of the clearance C.

As it would be time consuming to cover the complete speed range, it

should be sufficient to base the comparison on rather few points. This is

most easily done in the following way:

a) enter figure 8-10 with sm. Z, , 5 and .7 (except for the elliptical bearing

with ellipticity m =, 5 where the values are , =1 5,1, 3 and .5) to find

F L

b) divide the result into jW to get -~and onto r figure 11 with to
obtain the equivalent speed ratio

c) enter figures Z8-43 with the values, of to the intersection with the
corresponding e-curve- Read off the value of FA• and multiply

by *IAt to find the actual transmitted force P lbs,
L

Thus, for each clearance value and for each bearing type and BD -ratio,

three points are readily obtained on the curve of transmitted force versus
_20-



rotor speed. A iourth point '08 POO for 61 NO,

Although four pointa are not sufticient to dt:fine the graph of P versus

speed with any -high degree of accuracy, It may at least be enmtgh to serve

aa a basis for comparison and a subsequent selection of bearing cleamaice,

The effect of oil viscosity is treated in the same way,

.zl-



Attenuation of ftructure borne noise through bearings is only one dynamic

characteristic of bearings. There are severil ot•a•r exnmples of dynamic

operationas, eg,:

a.) Tranaient conitions durUin8 starting or shutting dov•n,

b,) Orbiting of the journal under a constant vibrating load,

c.) Motions of the journal center under oscillating loads,

The locus of the journal may be in a closed path of ftxod amplitude or it

may increase, In the latter came the eystem may be unstable causing the

journal to rub the bearing, Pig, 50 shows several cases of dynamic behavior.

The previous section which deals with the analysis of structure borne noise

through bearina indicates that for most effective noise Attenuation the journal

should operate at low eccentricity ratio. On the other hand it has also been

shown (Ref. 1) that rotore operating at low eccentricity ratio are susceptible

to instability at relatively low speed, In fact it has been proved theoretically

and experimentally (Ref. 2 ) that the threshold of instability for vertical

rotor in plai4 cylindrical journal bearings is zero speed, These two conditions

are, therefore, somewhat incompatible. Since the system must be stable it is,

therefore, necessary to optimize noise attenuation without sacrificing stability.

To make the report more complete a section dealing with Stability and

Balancing is also discussed briefly in this report, Several definitions are

given so as to clarify the usage of some of the tevms used.



DYNAMIELOPERATION

Unda thi;a condition, the journal center moves relative to the bearing

centar and the local fluid film pressures vary with time. (Reo, 3)

:ns~ tai litj

This is a dynamic condition in which the journal center movea away from

the bearing center, until breakdown of the film occuri and thre is physical

contact between the journal and the bearing, Another condition that may be

defined em unstable is that in which the Journal center whirls along a random

locus.

Corresponds to frequency at which instability is initiated.

Resonant Nhip

This is a resonant vibration of a journal in a fluid-film bearing which,

for low eccentricity ratio, sets in at approximately twice the actual first

system critical and persists at higher speeds with frequency of vibration

approximately equal to the first system critical regardless of running speed.

The motion of the shaft center is in the same direction as shaft rotation,

Resonant whip is a self-supported vibration, aa is half-frequency whirl, In

the case of resonant whip, the vibration is supported by the fluid film action,

while the frequency is controlled by the system critical speed,

Critical Speed

Critical speed is the rotating speed of a system which corresponds to

resonance frequency of the system, The system's critical speeds include

rigid body a~s well as bending or torsional critical speeds. (Xn this text

when we refer to first critical we mean bending body critical.)

-23-



,S~ohro oum~

This is a whirling orbital motion of the journal-at a g rqucncy cq~ai to

the rotational frequen•y. The motion of the journal is in the same direction

as, the dire.•tion of the rotating mombor.

An ,xample of the synchronous whirl is the case of unbalanced rotating

load, (in the case of vertical rotor in plain cylindrical journal beario.tse

the whlrling locus is a circle; in the case of horizontal machine with plain

cylindrical journal bearings the whirling locus is an ellipoe. See Oig, 50,)

ITAB

Using the coordinate: system of Fig, 51 the dynamic equations may be

represented by
2fý W6 + x

C 0 0 (31)

A (1

C =C o T^- C/ 2 (y+ 2

Here the functions f, f and their derivatives with respect to co e' are

all evaluated at the equilibrium eccentricity ratio C and for 0' t 0.

X . •LR M is rotor mass, 0 C

W CW I

The differential Eqs. (31) are linear in the variables 1, •; x, y, and

their solutions contain time as an exponential, These may be expressed in

dimensionless form as

Swhe're M W t W(32)
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Here W i•s the critical speed of the simply supported shaft-rotor system0

whose maos is M and whose stiffness: is k,

F'1rom the right-hand pair of Eqs.(31), there results

M (IVW 3 2  M (vW) 2

k + x (V%)r k + M(V ) 2

Equation (31) now leads to the determinantal equation

•f we now introduce the dimensionleus ratio

where w is the an~ular speed at the threshold of instability, we get

We - a (0 (36)

+ + +r
+(aV) ( t I2 + (a)

70" (37),

wh r -o kC3i 
(38)



Eq! (36) becomes

(of,, + MvI, + ~ .,f+ V (34)O O-0 (39)

i 0 s not, in general, equal to zero, so that the factor w0 2 can be divided

out of Eq. (39).

It was assumed in the derivation of Eq. (34). that the solutions of the

equations of motion were of the form eVT, where V is a complex number. If

the system in dynamically stable, the real part of the complem number v is

negative. Conversely, if the system La dynamically unstable, the raal part

of v is positive, Thus, at the threshold of instability) v will be a pure

imaginary number,

We now solve Eq. (39) for the condition where v is wholly imaginary in

order to obtain the value of w at the onset of instability.

Considering first the imaginary part of Eq. (39), we have

V+ V •0
of o

2f (a8 A _r ac t T

Since V • 0,

2f + e 0 f + f , t + 2a f 6f r- / U 0

lf a 0, we obtain a trivial solution; for o 0 0, we have
.-2(ft 62 !•c - f• 6~l~ () U ( V b/4c f :t: 6f /6c')

t r r t ) ( r VY ' (40)/&
a2f t +4 C. 7f rMe'(0
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Nuxt conaido•in$ the real part of gq, (39), we have

V + 0 1 "C 0

Therefore

~ (f ~ + ~ ) + 2V2

Again, for s • 0, we have

ýý ý.9 ý/) I- (f ,+ r "f r.U/6((1

(V ) -"¢s2 (r+ •r1 )(¢1') " (fr •£rI/ + f tf •I/') (l

From Eq. (38) we have

ýV2- Av2 + -

One again, for a 0, , we can write

22 

2

+

or 8 -(422)+ A (V/o) 2]2 4 (a)2(Vl8)(
2 (c's) (V/iB)2

The speed w at which instability starts to occur is now defined, since

The above defined speed at which instability sets in is, in general,

different from the critical speed of the shaft-rotor-bearing system. For

a symmetrical, two-bearing systoem the critical speed may be calculated as

follows:

a, Shaft stiffness w k
2

b, Lubricant film astifTnos .de C ý-f

sk df
-27 -



The critical speed of the system it then

"O 2 "i 1 A d +-k/--
112

df Ms.
or 10( , r ir ( c +A.ik /4

where subscript r refers to radial stiffness.

The dimensionless number A (defined in Sq. (37), 'is a function of

bearing geometry, shaft stiffness, and fluid viscosity. Calculations for

the threshold of instability in which A was varied from 0,1 to '100 for 0.1 ,!

0.8 and L/D -. 0.5 and 1 were performed, The values of fr; f V U r/640 Ut/e,

•fc' and U /W were, obtained from the solution of the dimensionless

Reynolds equation, By introducing these values into qs.,(37)0 (40), (42), and

(43), we obtain the results of Table 6, The results indicate, that, while for

low eccentricity ratios instability sets in at approximately twice the critical

speed, this number increases with an increase in eccentricity ratio, Thus, the

onset of instability for eccentricity ratios of 0A8 is about four times the

critical speed, This conclusion agrees with observations which show that

stability increases with an increase in eccentricalty ratio and also that

instability may occur even at high eccentricity ratios,

The number (L/i)(V/s) shown in Table 4 (where I - F') represents the

ratio of the frequency of the oscillation of the shaft center to the running

frequency of the shaft, calculated at the onset of instability, Note that this

ratio is always below 0.5 and is Wndependent of the magnitude of A.
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A r~otor in said to bto balanced perfectly when it rotates in free space

about one of its principal axes of inertia, which would be an axdi of symmetry

if such exists, with no wobble, I circular journals are now consruoted

concentric w•th this axin, by definition,, these journals would also rotato

with no wobble and may be enclosed in bearing housings with no rotating forces,

prom this it follows that Journals which are not concentric with a

principal axis of inertLa tend to wobble and for a rotor to revolve about an

axis defined by such Journalo it must be driven by a oet of applied forces

which rotate with the rotor If the center of gravity of the rotor is not on

the line of bearing center there must be a net force which furnishes the

centripstal acceleration of the center of gravity. This force is equal to the

mass of the rotor times the centripetal acceleration of the CG. The C.G. may

be moved to the axis of bearing center by suitable weight or weights, Such

correction is commonly called static balancing.

Once the C.G, is moved to the line of bearing centers a rotating couple

must be applied to keep the rotor rotating about an axis at an angle to that

of a principal axis of inertia. This couple may be Pnerted by the centrifugal

action of two equal and opposite weights in any two arbitrary planes. This

correction plus that of the CG. correction is known as dynamic balance and

may only be determined on a rotating rotor-bearing system.

The most fundamental, but not unusual, description of unbalance appears

to be that of the deviation of the line of bearing centers from the principal

axis of inertia, it is important to note that the specifications of unbalance

depends on the location of the line of bearing centers, The two Gimpl..st
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descriptions of unbalance would appearto be the displacement of the 0,G. and

the angle of the inertia axie from the bearing axis or the displacement of the

geometric centers of the journals from the bearing axia•, (Refer to Fig, 51)

Under dynamical conditions eitheri or a or both may not be constant., The

conditions of dynamical equilibrium gives riso to the following equations.

F -m 6 [W coo (- a) + sin (P - a) +4 - e(a) 2  +Wcos a (44a)

F m [os (P - a) + ea + 2 ea + W sin a (44b)

where

(b is the angular acceleration of the rotor (generally very small)

0 is distance between rotor geometric center and mass center

Theose are equations of motion with e and a as the two degrees of freedom,

Once the fluid film forces are known it is possible to solve these equations,

The fluid film forces are to be found by integrating the pressure over the

projected journal surfaces normal and parallel to the plane of maximum film

thickness respectively,

fr© d• J dQ Rp cos G (45a)

L/2 o

L/2 0

Ft f / dz f dO Rp sinO (45b)

-L/2 o

The fluid film pressure satisfies the generalized Reynolds equation
S[(l+ C co 9)3 8} + R2  [(l+ e cos g)3 I

61 [c(w - 2a) ain 0 + 2 c coo J (46)
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Thus it can be shown that the radial and tangential forces are a function of

LR ( w) -2)9r(p(w2 LD) M5AI)

(w 2& 9 (C ) L/D) (57b)

Thus for a specified bearing geometry and speed of rotation once c, c and da

are measured the fluid film forces can be radily calculated. They may be

constant per cycle a o 0 (eigs, vertical rotor in plain cylindrical journal

bearings) or they may vary from point to point along the Journal locus this

case corresponds to the horizontal rotor with gravity and unbalance load, Once

these forces arc established the magnitude And phase angle of the unbalance

force can be calculated from the dynamic equations (54a,b). This permits balancing

of the rotor without a trial and error procedure.

The measurements of displacement (c) and velocity (C,6) of journal center

can be obtained by use of two capacitive or inductive probes located at 900 to

each other within the bearing bore. They would ther measure the motion of the

journal center with respect to the bearing center as a function of time. These

capacitive or inductive probes can also serve as monitoring devices to determine

bearing performance in service. Thus they ae"rve a dual function of providing

the necessary measurements for balancing and monitoring bearing performance.

Figs. 48 and 49 show the locus of the shaft center that such pickups would sBe,

Without the use of such instrumentation within the bearing there is still

another method which may be employed for balancing. The analysis presented in

this report indicates that there is a relation between the driving force and

the transmitted forcu, The difference boing the attenuation.
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Snethe gottenuation 'has beell theoretically 04-1cuIat~d by iu4aeurom.0n-t oiý

force transmitted it is possible to calculate the driving force and the phase

angle. Once this is done it is possible to balance the rotor without resorting

to trial and error procedure,

This analysia indicates that by either measurements of journal locus or

transmitted force it is possible to determine the magnitude and phase angle oR

the unbalance, Corrections can then be incorporated to balance the system,

To illustrate thispoint, theoretical and experimental analysis have been

carried out on Pynchronous whirl (e~g., whirl produced at running speed,

unbalanc-i load) with circular orbit about the bearing center (ego, vertical

rotor), (Ref, 4 ) The comparison between the measured unbalance force and

phase angle and calculated values appear to be very good, similar comparisons

will be caried out on horizontal rotor,
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CO~N £, t_;TJ$ONS

1, Attenuation of structure b-•rne noise should be DoeLS the source

of noise amh, Fluid film bearings provide the source of

attenuation.

Z. The report provides means for calculating noise attenuation of

rotors supported by bearings of three geometries, The results are

presented in dimiensionless formn so as to be applicable to a large

range ,of geometrically similar configurations, The report also pro-

vides means for calculating system critical speeds and the static

load carrying capacity.

3. The •report shows that fluid film bearings can provide considerable

amount of viscous damping which absorb the vibrational energy and in

this way attenuate the. force transmitted to tho structure. Bearing

geometry plays a major role on the level of attenuation a, exemplified

by the differences of the three bearings studied, see figures 44-45.

4, Since the fluid film is an elastic media, accurate predictions of the

system critical speeds must include the elasticity and the damping

of the journal bearings, sea figures 46-47,

5. Indications are that for maximum attenuation one should operate at

low eccentricity ratio, low stiffness and, high damping., However,

this implies low critical speed ana'1neency for resonant whip,

Therefore, one must optimize the design to ensure stabilit and at

the same time get maximum attenuation.

6. The dynamic response of a rotor can be measured by oro o

i-llnductive pick-ups. These can serve also as monitory devices for

controlling bearing performance. Obtaining the dynamic response and

knowing the bearing characteristics, it is possible to determine the

magnitude and phase angle of the unbalance load thus eliminating trial

and error- in balancing,
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1, Other geometries such as pivoted shoes and elastically supported

rnernbers in which stifnesa and damping, can be controlled and varied

should be investigated, These stutdies should be both theoretical and

experirntntal for theose geometries offer considerable potential in noise

attenuation and at the same time have a. tendency of being stable,

2, Further studies should be continued to determrine rotor dynam.ice

around the second bending critical and higher.

3. Cnoputational techniques should be set up which would include,

without transformations,the bearing cross-coupling coefficients,

4, The application of capacitive or inductive pick-Lips as permanent

measuring devices in bearings should be investigated. Such measure.

menta provide means for continually checking rotor balance and for

monitoring bearing performance.
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TABLE I

PLAIN CYLINDRICAL BEARING
Computer Resultr,

.2 0 .4653 75, 772 .11436 .45102
lz .03 ,28010 .48125
I2, -. 03 .,OZ311 .41915
,22 0 , N•035 .50170
,18 0 .09149 .40187

.5 0 1. 86Z 54. 763 1. 0744 11 540
'5 .03 1.4528 1.6485
Is ..03 .7538 1.3971

" " .5z 0 1.2172 1. 6367
.48 0 ,9508 1, 419Z

.7 0 5,160 10, 432 3,9274 3.3q62

.7 .03 5,1132 3.6797

.7 -. 03 3.0057 3.0Z18

.715 0 4.3861 3.5934

.685 0 3.5368 3.13,49

.2 0 1,504 76,836 .34Z57 1.4647
,2 .03 .86908 1.5517
.z -. 03 -.10182 1.3768
. zz 0 .41810 1,6240
.i8 0 . Z7556 1,3089

.5 0 5.299 57.50Z Z. 8470 4,4693

.5 .03 3.9082 4.7825

.5 -. 03 1.9853 4.1527

.5z 0 3,1858 4,7621

.48 0 Z.5455 4. Z090

.7 0 12. 34 43,280 8.9832 8.4594

.7 .03 11.455 9,1654

.7 -.03 6,805 7,7610

.715 0 9.8687 8.9177

.685 0 8. 193Z 8,0365



TABLE Z

4 -AXIAL GROOVE IEMARING
Cotxputor RiK1s

L h
D L v

.2 80.000 0 .2711 .007144
z 81,647 0 ,26946 .000218

z 81.696 0 .z6941 0
z 81.696 .03 ,29197 .. 041655
2 81,696 -. 03 .Z5277 .0ZZ76

.22 81,696 0 .29980 -, 004059

.18 81.696 0 .23986 .003245

.5 61,000 0 '1,1700 -. 004Z87
I5 60,413 0 1.1789 -.,000642
Is 60.315 0 1 ,1805 0
.5 60,315 .03 1. Z164 -. 010655
.5 60.315 ,.03 1, 148Z ,0054,58
.52 60.315 0 1,2847 -. 019631
. 48 60.315 0 1.0848 .016799

z ,7 36,000 0 4.3096 -. 041049

.7 35.,181 0 4.3135 -. 002017
,.7 35.139 0 4,3137 0
.7 35.139 .03 4.4712 .010973
.7 35.139 -. 03 4,1559 -. 010862
.715 35,139 0 4,7899 -. 073303
.685 35,139 0 3.8962 .059837

2 80.000 0 .5Z918 .0Z3913
z 83. 881 0 .51908 .. 002508
2 83.531 0 .52004 0

.2 83.531 .03 ,5570Z -. 074742
z 83,531 -. 03 .49585 .038Z49
zz 83,531 0 .57700 .4005625

.18 83,531 0 .464z6 .004520

.5 61.000 0 a. ZZ95 .039473

.5 64,123 0 2.1370 .003321

.5 64,431 0 2.1279 . 0 1

.5 64.431 .03 2.1846 -. 022831

.5 64,431 -,03 Z.0730 .018699
.5z 64.431 0 Z.2948 -. 030393
.48 64.431 0 1.9714 .026434

,7 36,000 0 7.7047 -. 006564
.7 35.918 0 7.7060 -. 000638
.7 35.909 0 7.7061 0
.7 35.909 .03 7.992Z .001840
.7 35.909 -. 03 7,4203 -. 001750
.715 35,909 0 8.4906 -. 12758
.685 35,909 0 7.011,8 ,i0588



TA•LIE 3

,Z 103.791 ,q488o ,00002 R,1048 43,1113 0 61171 .121173 .3F)46 331.12a 0 ,09874 .12871
1 100 ,46467 .0 -0no9 .99170 045749 0.64040 1410A .34622 14,614 ( 081 loolotI0I
.2 105 MOM3 .-100944 471600 44,26-1 0 160762 121951 .33830 MW62 0 .10403 .13456
2 103.197 U2045 13,833 ,01 .79123 106610 3.4846 U-2.18 .03 .19696 .22105

.2 103,191 Z85049 43,833 1,,03 .47744 .16161 .39•.6 33.1%z -. 01 .04035 .0620
22 103197 1,57692 .,01623 Z.909K 4I.248 0 .67011 .10901 A30i 31.1.236 0 .093Z6 112604

*18 103.797 .46239' .013130 •7099 40.170 0 .46863 .14601 ,3411Z 30,A21 0 .10323 .13065

,6 8.4,861 4,3933 -.0020 '67191 37M993 0 4.3933 -.002"0 .41497 8.,771 0 0 0

L ml . 84 4.5P.13 .05916 .67783 36,640 0 4,521 .08936, .40608 113.811 0 0 0
- r .8 81 4.114 .,03437 .6690A 30,.759 0 4.3114 -.03537 A41993 86,988 0 0 0

3 .88,061 .672(91 37,983 .03 5,3061 -.,3063 .41497 M97711 .03 0 0

m 1,5 .5 51,0861 .67491 317913 '103 397617 194649 141497 01.771 -,03 0 0
.92 M,1D61 4,9314 -.12341 .69196 314,461 0 4.93441 1.,1241 43942 H4,403 0 0 0
,411 8,W61 3,9971 .0914 69390 77.414 0 3,9211 09314 J39776 87.216 0 0 0

17 P4,931 88,096 -.,40q1 93.8611 111,441 0 8.?62 v.100608 040.I9 317,4114 0 .16607 ,23450
.1 29 96,891 1.9452 9M94 1P.0011 0 96r,8 1.6037 .41994 341744 0 .20403 .Z1O0Z
,1 Z9 19,9111 .4,4400I .9P664 21.484 0 40.093 ý.2A,97 M 49637 43,179 0 .11239 .11745
.17 4.931 A9lA611 10,4.13 .03 78.139 -4,3R70 404819 371484 .03 ,30661 .38396
.1 94.931 193A611 18,443 M .,03 V1..07 2.11999 .14089 37,484 1.03 ,07941 .1201
,M1 241931 611,010 4•.1 1 19,1861 10151?9 0 61,191• -1,A984 .4946P 317,Z31 0 .10251 ,25573

69 &,1.931 49,601: .61M4 ,92274 18,7173 ( 4,,7182, 0,3 3A 47911 37,748 0 .1-167 .41466

.18 09,79619• 962 .0000Z MUM0 1616176 0 1,6100 A661371.173 16,712 0 '1074Z .66139
115 88 96191 ,03N I-1 92101 16,826 0 1,6459 .67508 .916911 16,86 0 .60794 .64223
.119 91 .81854 -. 02449 41990 10,7110 0 1.8379 .60141 .62415Z 16.615 01 IMP8 .67580
.191409,79 .49410 106766 .01 ?,2.53083 .601903 I9213 16,12Z .03 1.0166 .105694
.19 119,708 .94220 16,676 -.,03 1.W394 .61399 .8I13 16.7Z2 .03 .46709 .48771
,17 091.728 1,034Z .00490 .928'1 1RM,10 0 1,703q .64976 .1837q W1,0106 0 .66925 .65466
,13 019,7411 7711141.00136 ,.917Z 14,9q7 0 1.11017 .67130 .,'1603 14.891 0 .14206 .66395
.3 84,491 g-4814 .00067 .607,9 A 9.1844 0 2,1966 .92041 .91085• .2,64 0 .41515 .11979

. ,1 .3 80 .01740 .14•87 ,6061B Z0,13 0 3.2077 ,9813 A .1364 33,410 0 .33363 .42690
F T 2 3 89 2.438? -.01778 .60510 49,979 0 4 ,32866 A913§9 .960213 32,.10 0 .4Z546 583136

.3 144,491 .60729 29,494 .03 3,5861 .39014 .947188 32.,364 )3 .66512 .15307
m .90 .3 114.491 .607Z9 49.4§4 .03 Z,3.63 597677 4847119 32,364 -.03 A27176 .32351

.32 14. 491 .73718 -.04,139 614497 30.971 0 9,1120 .46924,1 46117 34,167 0 .39426 .90968

.211 04,491 ?,,A696 .03471 .99608, 27,0411 0 ,17007 M961,61 .84911 30,901 0 .43117 qZ583

. 2 0,671 2911,97 .•5,!98 .98376 10,119 0 298.97 -198 .179417 79,667 0 0 0
. 20 2Z90,99 C5,•07 .904111 10,000 (1 290,99 9,1701 1173610 00,000 0 0 0
.8 29• 3 9149 .1 8,4449 .97610 I2,800 0 2319,49 111,4445 7.1644 171,00 0 0 0
I 20.678 .984376 10,339101 100,79 A56,134 .17947 19,661 ,03 .00056 .00137

. 40,670 .9:'376 10.3)9 -.101 148,08 14,803 179417 79.667 -.03 0 0

.51 20,678 771.40 -q9.809 .99360 10.442 0 118.40 -'19,809 ,1019 U2.1770 0 0 0

.49 20,678 182,.,2 6,90110.7 91391 10,293 0 1R12.4 6.9010A ,17?9q 76,496 0 0 0
2 A 108,652 1,4664 -,010040l 07481 .14.491 0 1,6.14414 .17011 39983 32.398 0 .17845 .21175

.2 108 1,486? .00993 ,Z76110 44.,61 0 1.6981 1.01101 ,88130 3916A1 0 .17197 Z1117

.2 11tin 1,09 -.,062•9 .61., 480.983 0 1,.941 ,19A12 13.697i 30,MA 0 22319 .26034
2 . YOM9.2 427481 44,491 .03 2,.136 .086711 359983 32.398 .03 .39306 .40089

. 10,682 .27401 44,t491 ,.01 1,23) .34943 .39j9143 31,.9911 M .03 .06671 .09808

.22 10,652 1.622 -.,049U2 .41900 48.015 0 1,7983 .16166 .37494 34.403 0 .16709 .21147
-18 108,692 1.3012 .03769 .26874 40,110 0 1.4977 .2682•1 348'3 30,137 0 .196,4 .29758

. 44,90118 10,010 -.00007 .67707 36,144 0 10,010 .,00007 ,,I0 813 84,13 0 0 0
. 5 51 10,01 .29M19 .6.•A44 141514 0 10,101 .2•239 ,39392 800,53 0 0 0"1 " q7 9,73941 .2,3160 .66-904 30,199 0 9,7394 -4,3160 ,41993 06,958 0 0 0

.8 54.2148 .67707 36,4? .03 12.15) .071011 .401113 84,113 .03 0 0
m a 295 . 54.2844 .67707 36.84? -,03 8.1820 .50890 .400113 8,1113 -.03 ,0 0

.92 94.2118 11,101 -, Z,4117 .696,1 17,736 0 11,101 -.d,717 .4860 021,773 0 0 0
,18 5-1.7,88 9,0474 ,110671 .68A0? 106,0 0 9.0474 .18061 .39091 119,.71 0 0 0

, Z1,628 80,156 ,00028 ,93170 18.964 0 80.401 .0310A .40676 30.464 0 .04876 .33480
,1 28 411.039 .,44077 ,93M88 144,498 0 R1,109 .97146 .405907 37,151 0 .26500 .35439
7 2.9 76,911 -1,4111 .924493 2O.36? 0 77.103 -1l132 .49190 41.070 0 .19230 .2,3996
17 292,60 .991170 114.964 .03 109.66 -4.7174 .48176 314,464 .03 .49286 .88046
.7 ,,,4 .93174 170 ,44 .,IA M1 53.209 4,7401 .48676 38,464 -,01 .10437 .16437
,71 Z.628 96,AA7 -4,l11)17 .941164 19.0134 0 96,497 -1,9164 ,496'11 38,07 0 .7009 .36528
,,69 1..6244 644.019 1, e.9177 144,1,31 0 641.499 1,A704 .47701 1,731 0 .2330 .3065Z



TAP Lr. 3

IRLJLPTICAL I rnAPINO-complito Itill• ult"

*s 94,963 2.0616 .00001 3511U2 17,014 0 3.5147 1.2483 .93259 16.312 0 1.4531 1.2403,
,IS 93 Z,1490 ,04401 ,5)444 16,930 0 3.5673 1,3661 .52948 16.434 0 1,4183 1.ZZ,1
.15 95 2.:101 4.02475 650914 17,060 0 3,4840 1Z381 M53409 16.Z30 0 1,4739 1,2638
.15 94,263 .61122 17,014 .03 4.0497 1,2912 .53Z59 16.312 .03 Z,1909 1,6634
. 15 94,263 .51)2 17.014 4,3 2.6536 11599 .53959 16.31P, -.03 .91724 .09050
,17 94,61 A2271, -.028.57 d61601 19.180 0 3.7276 119161 ,53994 18,299 0 1,4004 1•2447
#13 94,263 1,7678 .01690 .50719 14,810 0 3.,031 1,277$ .MW589 14,?71 0 1,5353 i:12614

.3 87,W3 5.5986 400009 .39538 30.2)8 0 6J3631 90295 .57054 31,682 0 .76491 .99304
-r1 3 84 4.1060 20133 .60939 Z9.314 0 6.7822 .980 053 M55656 32.483 0 .64621 .779Z0

.3 90 6.141Z -,17954 038310 30.964 0 6,0241 .8434Z .•8310 "0,964 0 .886294 h0296
S.50 's 87,235 .059536 30,21A .03 7,8472 .60341 ,.705 31,682 ,03 1,2947 1,3640

.3 87,235 .59768 30.218 -.03 5.,0667 1,0708 457050 31,682 -. 03 ,42279 ,M5139

.32 87,235 6,0708 -,10044 .60650 31,003 0 6,8003 478855 .8049 S33409 0 .1"940 589899
,20 87,235 5.196Z .07004 ,90473 28.A74 0 5,9506 1,0032 .56115 29,893 0 .82538 .93231

5 21,256 361.66 -,61222 .98M85 10,628 0 361,66 -,6122 .1844.3 7,.367 0 0 0
q5 20 349.96 9.8135 .984111 10.000 0 349.96 9.8135 .17365 50,000 0 0 0'

.5 V5 294,90 .66030 .97630 12,500 0 394,90 .6,50638 ,21644 77,50o 0 0 0

., 21,Z26 M97,04 10.628 .03 759.62 .54,350 .18443 79,361 .03 .00067 .00161
5 21. 256 .98095 10.6W8 -.03 165.36 19,725 18443 79,367 .,03 0 0

.51 21,256 904,50 -73,916 .9926H 10.7WW 0 904.50 .73.916 .18654 02,380 0 0 0

.49 21,256 227,18 9.3924 .97302 10.'519 0 Z27.18 9,392. 18285 76,287 0 0 0
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TABLE 6

THRESHOLD O XNSTADILITY FOR SMYTRICAL ROTOR

9UPPORTED DY PLAIN JOURNAL BEARINGS

2( w
L/D A oh.v!)2 I (" 7a

1/2 0.2 0,1 - 0,9429 -0,1411 0,3756 2,6096 0,9852 2,6488
0,5 0,1 - 3,1968 -0.1252 0,3538 2,8104 0.9974 2,8177
0:,8 041 -13.4452 -0.05543 0,2354 4.2438 0.9998 4.2446

1/2 0.2 100.0 - 0,9429 -0.1411 0,3756 0.06678 0,02910 2,2948
0,5 100,0 - 3,1968 -0,1252 0,3538 0,2533 0,1315 1.9262
0.8 100.0 -13,4452 -0,05543 0.2354 1.9267 0.77%1 2.4857

1 0.2 0.1 - 2,6761 -0,1377 0.37 2.6763 049948 2,6903
0,3 0.1 - 4,324 -0.1338 0.37 2,7224 0.9971 2.7303

0.7 0.1 -18,484 -0.0846 0.29 3.4179 0.9998 3,4186
0.8 0J1 -29.2005 -0,04898 0.22 4.5169 0,9999 4,5173

1 0,2 100.0 - 2,6761 -0,1377 0.37 0,1951 0.0834 2,3420

0.3 100,0 - 4,324 -0,1338 0,37 0,3198 0,1390 2.300
0.7 1004:0 -18,483 -0,0846 0,29 1,6553 0.7000 2.3647
0.8 100.0 -29,2005 -0,04898 0,22 3,1199 0,8998 3,4675
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Figure I Plain Cylndrical Bearing

Figuro 2 4-Axial Groove Bearing
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journal center
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center
B -Shaft center at
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G Center of
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Figure 6 Rotor-Bearing System

Figure 7 Journal, Cdnter Path
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L 1 .
Cylindrical Searing L .5 -

/
/

Critical Sooed

xl

•lY

________ Scale factor1 inch amplitu-------de corr.e.spo~nds
to .5 inch rotor eccentricity
(Rotor ccentricity :

Unbalance W (ibo)•Se = Rot~or Weight (ibn)



Figure 49
Ell calJournalPath

Cylindrical Bearing L 1-"c 1.171

Critical Speed

Steady State JournalI Center Locuas

Scale factor

I inch amplitude corresponda to I inch rotor
S(Roo e ccentricity
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Rotor Weight (lbs)
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Verti.cal Rotor
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Horizontal Rotor
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